One family. One standard.
Innumerable security
solutions. DS7000 Line
intrusion control panels.

Security you can rely on.

Protect your assets.
Every business depends heavily on its assets,
so it's worth thinking about reliable protection.
You can't choose when or where an intrusion
will occur, but you can now choose your level
of protection.
The series for any size of property

The Bosch DS7000 Line offers a range of
effective intrusion control panels for everyone –
even private households and small to midsize
firms. The entry-level DS7220 V2, the midsize
DS7240 V2 and large-scale DS7400 Xi all come
with the latest technology, superb flexibility and
an excellent price/performance ratio.

More security,
less time and money.
The modular design means that the Bosch
DS7000 Line can be upgraded effortlessly to
suit changing needs. Existing infrastructures
can be used for the future, making it an easy
and cost-effective way of upgrading. And the
series comes with one single programming
software for all panels, meaning less training
is required.
What's more, a comprehensive range of
standardized accessories for all models in the
series caters for your every wish - there's no
need to handle and store specific accessories
for each model.
Easy to use

The software has been optimized and the
operating elements redesigned so that the
systems are guaranteed to impress down to the
very last detail. The systems can be connected
to a monitoring center, while simple remote
diagnostics and maintenance ensure greater
cost-effectiveness and protect your investment
long into the future.

8 good reasons to choose
the DS7000 Line.
• A range of high-performance and flexible
security products for any size of property
• User-friendly operation
• Same training for all panels and software
• Complementary accessories ensure low
warehousing costs and simple logistics
• Connection of wired and wireless elements
to all panels
• Simple remote diagnostics and maintenance
• Alarm verification function prevents
unnecessary interventions
• Access control module lets you control
entry effectively

Whatever size your property,
the DS7000 Line is
the system of choice.
DS7220 V2. Security isn't a question of size.

The DS7220 V2 is designed for private households and small businesses. It features up to
24 wired and wireless zones. Two partitions
can be defined.
DS7240 V2. At the center of security.

The DS7240 V2 is ideal for small to midsize
businesses looking to increase their security.
Though technically similar to the DS7220 V2,
this model features four partitions and up to
40 wired and wireless zones.
DS7400 Xi. The “Big Brother“ of security.

With an impressive 248 alarm zones and up
to 112 wireless zones, the DS7400 Xi really
is the front-runner with conventional and
multiplex technologies when it comes to
security systems.

Bosch Security Systems
For more information please visit
www.boschsecuritysystems.com
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